the contour does not need to be the whole circle, but can be any arc of it. The whole range of the unit circle has to be calculated by the FFT (the undesired range is redundant and wasted in the conventional FFT method).
I. INTRODUCTION
The lattice realization of adaptive IIR filters has been shown to be an important alternative to the direct form [I] - [4] . It is well known that lattice forms have excellent finite-precision properties. Furthermore, in adaptive applications, its primary advantage is that stability can be controlled with essentially no computation, while in the direct form, stability monitoring is either computationally expensive or too restrictive in the coefficient space [3] .
The complexity of the gradient has always been the major drawback of the lattice realization. In the direct form it is possible to calculate the gradient with a simple algorithm of order N , but in the lattice form, the formulation originally proposed by [ I ] requires order N 2 computations. Nevertheless, in this correspondence it is shown that the lattice form gradient can also be calculated with a simplified algorithm, thus making this structure more competitive with the direct or other IIR realizations.
A first effort to simplify this result was reported in [ 5 ] , where a simplified algorithm was also derived, but it was based on an approximation which was shown to cause convergence problems. The algorithm we have derived does not neglect any term, and, therefore, it is completely equivalent to the gradient proposed in [l], although it has only a complexity of order N.
IIR LATTICE FILTER
The adaptive IIR lattice filter ( Fig. 1) consists of a feedback lattice structure characterized by the reflection coefficients { A ( n ) } and a feedforward structure characterized by the coefficients { z ) , ( n ) ) .
The forward and backward residuals of each stage are calculated as
where x ( n ) is the filter input.
residuals weighted by the feedforward coefficients Then, the output y ( n ) is obtained as the sum of the backward
A . Gradient
The gradient vector is formed with the derivative of the output y ( n ) with respect to the coefficients:
( 3 )
The gradient components for the feedforward coefficients are (4) but the components that correspond to the reflection coefficients need a recursive method [I] . This method computes the auxiliary This recursive computation of each component for a reflection coefficient corresponds to the equations of a separate lattice filter whose inputs are the forward and backward residuals of the adaptive lattice (Fig. 1) . Following this approach, N additional lattice filters are required to compute all the components, and, therefore, the complexity of this method is of order N2.
B. New Algorithm
As it can be observed in Fig. 1 , the gradient component $, (n) is the output of a time-varying filter whose input is x ( n ) . In the following, in order to work with transfer functions, we will make the assumption that the coefficients adapt slowly. This approximation was, in fact, used to derive the previous recursive gradient equations (5) and it introduces essentially no degradation in the performance of adaptive IIR filters [3] , [6] .
The derivation of the proposed algorithm starts expressing the transfer function ",(z) of the above mentioned filter as the combination of two terms ( Fig. 1 )
where Fi(z) and B,(z) are the transfer functions from the input to the upper and lower outputs of the first lattice, respectively, and Ei (z) and G, (z) are the transfer functions of the second lattice that go, respectively, from the upper and lower input to the output. In the rest of this section, it is shown that there is a relation between the two terms of \ k , ( z ) and the terms of *,-l(z) and q , + l ( z ) . This relation allows a recursive computation of these terms and avoids the necessity of using a separate lattice structure for each gradient $, (n).
It can easily be derived from ( I ) that
with FN+I(z) = 1 and z B , ( z ) = F , ( z ) . It can also be shown from the transposed IIR lattice structure that (2) 
and the boundary conditions Note that in Fig. 2 , we have represented the above equations in the time domain. For example, f;e, (n) corresponds to F, (z) E, (I) 
f, e, (n) is the output of a filter whose transfer function is F, ( z ) E, ( z ) and its input x (n).
As Fig. 2 illustrates, these equations cannot be used as they appear above, but they can be rearranged in a computable way. In fact, several combinations are possible, and in Fig. 3 we have represented one of them. The resulting algorithm, in the time domain, is the following: Observe that, apart from the computation of ai, only 5N -1 multiplications per iteration are required to obtain the gradient components, while the previous algorithm requires 3N2 + N. The major drawback of the proposed algorithm is the computation of ai from ki because it requires N -1 multiplications and divisions.
COMMENTS
The proposed order N formulation is nothing more than an efficient structure for the realization o f the filters that compute the gradient. Therefore, if the coefficients were kept fixed, the gradient computed with the proposed algorithm would be the same as the one given by the previous order N 2 formulation. When the coefficients are adapted, the computed values will not be exactly the same, nevertheless, no differences are expected in the behavior of the adaptive IIR algorithms using the conventional gradient computation and those using the proposed formulation. In fact, it is known that both algorithms can be associated to the same ordinary differential equation (ODE) [6] , which governs their convergence properties.
We have performed several computer simulations to compare the performance of the proposed O ( N ) formulation and the conventional O ( N 2 ) formulation, and we have found no difference in their behavior. In these simulations we used the full Hessian and the diagonal Hessian adaptive algorithms [4] in a system-identification configuration.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An efficient method has been derived to compute the gradient in adaptive IIR lattice filters. It reduces the complexity of the previous algorithm by an order o f magnitude and allows the development o f robust adaptive IIR algorithms with a cost proportional to the filter order.
NFIR Nonlinear Filter
Xin Wang Absfracf-A new nonlinear filter is introduced in this correspondence. As the output of this filter is nearest in distance to the output of a FIR linear phase filter, we call it the NFIR filter. After choosing the impulse response of the FIR filter properly, the NFIR filter can clean impulsive noise and preserve edges of signals. As a special case of the NFIR filter, a nearest mean (NEME) filter is derived. Theoretical analysis shows that the NEME filter is better than the median filter in smoothing additive Gaussian noise. In addition, based on the definition of the NEME filter, a new interpretation of the low-pass property of the median filter with window width 3 is described. Also, the performance of the nearest mean filter on a noisy edge is quantitatively compared with that of the median and mean filters.
I. INTRODUCTION
As our visual perception is heavily based on edge information, a number of nonlinear filters have been presented [ 11. They attempt to remove the effects of noise while retaining the edges of signals.
The median filter is one well-known method. Its simplicity and edge preservation characteristics made it attractive in speech and image processing. Indeed, the median filter is used in an evergrowing variety of applications. Many authors have analyzed the statistical and root signal properties of the median filter [2] - [5] .
Though the median filter can preserve edges, it is not good at smoothing Gaussian noise. A worthwhile goal is to find some new nonlinear filters which are better than the median filter in smoothing Gaussian noise.
Based on the me.dian filter, some novel filters have been proposed. Bednar and Watt [6] presented an alpha-trimmed filter. Heinonen and Neuvo [7] introduced a class of FIR-median hybrid filters. Recently, Coyle e? al. [8] presented an algorithm for optimal stack filtering.
Based on the mean filter, Kundu et al. [9] proposed a generalized mean filter for the removal of impulsive noise. Pitas and Venetsanopulos [lo] presented a nonlinear mean filter. According to the varied nonlinear functions, the output of this filter can be the arithmetic mean, harmonic mean, geometric mean, or Lp mean. They can smooth Gaussian noise more effectively than the median filter but cannot simultaneously remove both positive and negative spikes.
In general, all the nonlinear filters can be divided into two classes, A and B , which are described as follows: IEEE Log Number 9144718.
In this correspondence, a NFIR nonlinear filter is introduced. It can clean impulsive noise and preserve edges effectively.
The statistical properties of this filter are analyzed for input signals with Gaussian density function. As a special case of the NFIR nonlinear filter, a NEME filter is derived.
Theoretical analysis shows that the NEME filter is the best one from class A in smoothing Gaussian noise.
DEFINITION OF THE NFIR FILTER
Let x ( n ) ( -03 < n < 03) be a discrete input sequence with additive noise, where n is integer value. One purpose is to smooth noise without smearing the edges of signals.
A simple method for smoothing noise is to let the noisy signal x ( n ) be filtered by a FIR filter. 
(3)
Since the output of this filter is nearest in distance to the output of the FIR filter, we call it the NFIR filter.
If M = 0 in ( 2 ) , then y ( n ) = x ( n ) . In this case, the output of the NFIR filter is equal to the input sequence x ( n ) .
With different values of h(n), the NFIR filter has varied properties. Our attempt is to determine the impulse response h(n) to make the NFIR filter clean impulsive noise and preserve edges of signals. For this purpose some constraints on h(n) are derived below:
h(k) = 1.
(4)
If the input x ( n ) = d (-03 < n < a), condition 1 makes the output p(n) = d. 
With condition 3, the NFIR filter can preserve edges of signals.
